THE MOST DEPENDABLE Service Throughout

NORTH AMERICA
Southeastern Freight Lines’ National Partnerships
Our network is comprised of outstanding next day providers that deliver service excellence
throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico.

Benefits
Regional Marketing partners with a shared commitment to service excellence
Daily, dedicated linehaul schedules
Fewer breakbulks and less handling than “national” carriers
Speed and consistency of transit times
Electronic data interchange (EDI) allows for through-tracking information
Seamless Service - Deal Directly with Southeastern Freight Lines on any issues regarding
your shipment

Valued customers, proven service…
Customer Testimonials

Jacuzzi - David Vardeman

Alumi-Guard, Inc. - Damon Clark,
“Over the last few months AlumiGuard has experienced an increase in
sales which naturally results in an
increase in freight volumes. There
have been multiple days that we
needed 5 or 6 trailer swaps and have
not been disappointed by SEFL’s
ability to handle this level of volume. I
would also like to mention that 40% of
the freight we load on a Southeastern
truck is destined to delivery by a
National Partner. The excellent
customer service, easy tracking and
constant visibility of our freight makes
shipping with your partners an easy
decision.”

Richloom Fabrics - Debbie Kay
We have been a loyal customer to
Southeastern for many years but only
used Southeastern in their direct
Southeast service area. We were
using national carriers and having
various issues. Our Southeastern
account manager continued to sell me
this service, and I was reluctant to
make the change. After making the
change this was the best decision
Richloom could have made. We now
get the same event free service all
over the country that we have come
to expect from Southeastern.”

“Southeastern has been our carrier of
choice for over 7 years here at Jacuzzi.
The partnership we have shared has
led us to explore the possibility of
shipping to various parts of the
country via Southeastern and their
extended family of customer service
minded carriers. It has been well
handled by the operations group at
Southeastern as well as their
counterparts with the partner carriers
resulting in a seamless transfer of
product, paperwork, and most
importantly service.”

Southeastern is proud to be
associated with partners that
the transportation industry
recognized as the BEST in their
respective regions!

Please visit www.sefl.com for more information or contact your local service center.

